
I. Introduction

As a ritual dealing with the matters of life and

death of human beings, funerals have been

considered more important than other

ceremonies in that it embodies various

significances not only about life but also about

death, souls, or the afterlife.

A funeral is the final ceremony for a human

being leaving this life for the next one, and a part

of the life style that well reflects the afterlife of the

dead person. Funerals may be the best culture

created by the conceptive thought of human

beings about death.

The custom and ceremonies about death tend

to be more complicated than those related with

birth or marriage. Thus, funerals are an important

material in considering the spiritual life and social

aspects of contemporary people because

complicated cultural elements are embodied in

this ceremony. The present study considers the

Western custom about funerals in the nineteenth

century. The significance of this study lies in the

fact that current funerals have been formed and

changed from the ancient practice in a long

historical background. The funeral patterns in

1890 to 1910, the period when reformatory

movements started to appear in the custom
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concerning death, have been changed and fixed

to be the current funeral custom.

Therefore, the range of the present study is

limited to the characteristics ofenbalmment,

funeral processions and ceremonies, as well as

the costumes for the mourning period. The study

reviews the literature concerning death and

funeral rites, previous studies on this topic,

technical literature, both domestic and

international, as well as the photographs or

paintings concerning this issue.

II. Perceptions of Death and Funeral Styles

1. Perceptions of Death

Death before the late nineteenth century was

expressed either as the macabre (a fearful being)

or as vanitas (vanity). However, in the late

nineteenth century a new meaning was added to

it. <Figure 1> by Carlos Schwabe depicts an old

man digging open a grave. Although, death is

coming to get him, it is expressed not as

something gruesome, but as something beautiful,

a dark blue angel in a blue veil over her face. But,

the image of death is once again changed into

something loathsome, something that starts to rot

giving out a bad odor, a subject of horror.1) The

macabre that started to appear in the medieval

times shows itself again. As in <Figure 2>, death

is expressed as a brutal exterminator, the image

the people in the modern times are quite familiar

with.

Death is also expressed as a sad farewell in

the funeral. <Figure 3> depicts a lamenting

mother in a black veil from top to toe expressing

her sad feelings. Her grief for her dead son is

shown in her unnatural posture that looks

physically unbearable. However, most people

tend to show more natural feelings rather than

excessive grief. <Figure 4> depicts sorrow of a
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<Fig. 1>  A tomb worker’s death during 1895-1900, painted
by Carlos Schwebe. (Death Dancing, p.203)

<Fig. 2>  1896’s Macabre (Death Dancing, p. 253)



widow praying in front of her husband’s grave.

Death is a sad teary farewell indicating the

broken love. To reconstruct communications with

the dead, the bereaved change the appearance

of death with the remains of the dead person.2)

This is proved by the expansion of funerals,

memorial services for the deceased, or the act of

visiting the grave site.

2. Funeral Styles

Before the nineteenth century, funeral styles

were almost identical in all the civilized Western

societies. But, they started to be diversified

according to the custom of each country. First,

there were two main issues in the funeral reforms

in the United Kingdom: one was about the

sanitary requirements for burial and the other was

about extravagancies in funerals or mourning. In

the United Kingdom, the Christian funeral laws

influenced the public to bury the dead within the

church. In 1852, however, poor sanitary

conditions of these church graveyards made

public or municipal cemeteries to appear.

However, cremation has gradually become a

mainstream in the U.K. So, the current cremation

rate in this country is one of the highest in Europe.

In addition, cemeteries are often used as a rest

place or a park in this country.

In France, the current type of underground

burial sites started to appear in the nineteenth

century. This practice was originated from human

desire to gather all the dead members of the

family in one place. The love and affection

strengthened by family gatherings of the living

may have been directly applied to the dead

family. As a place where several families were

gathered under one grave, reflecting a

patriarchal family system, the family underground

burial sites were a new funeral culture that was

widely spreading among all the social classes.

While this culture has been handed down to the

modern French to date, now there are also many

churchyards beautifully decorated with
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<Fig. 3>  The figure of being in deep grief at a death in late 19th
century. (Images De L’homme Devant La Mort, p. 467) <Fig. 4>  The figure of being in deep grief at a

death in late 19th century. (Images De
L’homme Devant La Mort, p. 467)



surrounding parks, museums, or some cultural

attractions. Though the rate of burial is still up to

80%, cremation is also gradually increasing.

In Italy, burial has been preferred to cremation

out of religious reasons. After a specific period of

time has passed after burying the dead in a

public cemetery, the dead body was buried

again one step deeper in a vertical position. Or

the bodies were buried in a honeycomb-shaped

grave that can be opened or closed like a drawer

(Figure 5). Sometimes, buried corpses were

excavated to be cremated or laid in a charnel

house.

Although burial has been widely prevalent in

the United States influenced by the Christian

religion, urbanization as well as industrialization

have largely switched this trend into cremation. In

addition, many institutions have been made to

limit the use of grave sites for burial.

The Western culture attempts to find aesthetic

sentiments in funerals and burials, so the

cemeteries tend to have qualities of a park, and

play a role as a rest place, a tourist attraction, or

as a substitute for a greenzone.

III. The Custom Related with Funerals

1. General Characteristics

1) Symbols of Mourning

In major part the symbols of mourning during

this period expressed the gloom and formality,

the solemnity and lugubriousness of the feudal

funeral of the late Middle Ages and Early

Renaissance.

Funeral and mouring customs formed an

integrated set of prescriptions governing what to

do after a death, from the first instant to the

completion of mourning a year, or even longer,

afterwards. While the social regulations were

sometimes viewed as onerous or repugnant, they

served purposes for mourners and their

acquaintances, they forced recognition of the fact

of death by relatives and friends too stunned and

grief-stricken to appreciate the loss, they

announced the event of the death to the

neighborhood and society at large, they recruited

help, or at least tokens of respect and

commiseration, from people with whom the
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<Fig. 5 >  A vault in Italy (Images De L’homme
Devant La Mort, p.457)

<Fig. 6>  Funerar Processions (Costume for Birth,
Marriages & Death, p.201)



bereaved had contact, they provided the

bereaved with activities to be performed and with

ways to express their feelings towards the dead

person. Eventual completion of the mourning

process signified “respect had been paid” and

that everyday life should be continued.3)

In the last decade of the nineteenth century

and in the Edwardian era, customs were simpler.

But they remain, until 1914, a well-formed set of

injunctions, enforced by social sanctions,

regulationg the conduct of funerals and requiring

observaction of a distinct period of mourning.

Unlike today, most people faced death at

home, so the rituals of mourning started right after

death occurred. The family in mourning usually

put a crepe or door badge on the door bell or on

the iron ring on the door. Sometimes, wreaths

were used instead of door badges, either with

natural or artificial flowers.

Flower decorations were more frequently used

than black crepe badges, and thus a traditional

black badge came to be replaced by a flower

basket laid at the front door of the mourning

family.4)

For the bereaved, black was considered the

color most suitable for the trappings of woe. It

somber effect was reflected not only in the

mourning garb but in the dress of the

functionaries, the hearse and its plumes, the pall

spread over the casket, and even the horses

used in the funeral cortege.5)

Starting with the placing of a small bouquet on

a table beside the casket from the middle 19th

century on, there was a slowly increasing

sentiment in favor of matching the color, beauty,

and aesthetic appeal of the casket and its striking

colored, or white lining, with the natural beauty

and color of flowers.6)

The broad choice of styles, forms, sizes and

motifs, gives further proof, if such were needed,

that a shift in popular taste was making heavy

inroads upon the tradition of feudal gloom at the

very time that the pompous and solemnly formal

funeral seemed to be enjoying its greatest vogue.

Condolers were provided with foods after

coming back to the mourner’s house from the

funeral. The scale and the quality of foods were

different by the method of preparing the foods or

by the funeral situations. Upper-middle class

people usually served not only tea with snacks

but also good meals. Finer foods were often

served by rich or high-class families, who took

pride in preparing great foods as a display of the

social position of the deceased7) and as an

expression of their grief over the death of their

family member.

These features in mourning and the relevant

custom may not be specific to that period of time.

Rather, these customs have appeared in almost

all the other eras. In the late nineteenth century,

some people criticized the practice of mourning.

However, that was not an objection to the

practice itself, but a criticism against lavish and

extravagant funerals.8) People at that time

believed that expressing sincere emotions of

sorrow was more important than displaying

wealth or social status of the dead. Therefore,

mourning procedures were gradually simplified in

the twentieth century, although funeral reforms

were not largely successful.

2) Embalmment and Shrouds

When a person dies, relatives, neighbors,

friends, and many other people help the mourners

with the funeral. Family members or experienced

neighbors carry out the embalmment procedure

or lay out the body. After bathing the body, they

put a shroud on the body. Mostly, the shroud was
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the dead person’s best or favorite clothes.9)

Funerals at that time were usually held at home,

but the arrangements and embalmment were

taken care of by a mortician. There were two ways

of embalming: one was to put the body on a

freezer packed in ice, and the other was to

chemically process the body. Morticians usually

preferred the latter because the body once frozen

and then laid out was apt to rot quickly, and the

coffin could burst in the middle of a funeral.

Therefore, dead bodies were usually embalmed

with chemical agents that had the advantages in

hygiene, durability, reliability, and convenience.

As the morticians in the late nineteenth century

started to manage the entire funeral procedure let

alone embalmment, this service has been

established as a profession.10) Modern funeral

agencies and morticians as we know of today

started to appear as their service combined the

three functional areas: a place for embalmment, a

mourner’s house, and a church.

In the late nineteenth century also, the best

clothes of the dead out of their everyday

garments was used as a shroud.11) Thus, men’s

shrouds were casual suits, while women wore

everyday clothes or white night gowns.

3) Funeral Processions

Funeral processions in the last nineteenth

century were usually similar to those in earlier

times, though there were some differences after

morticians started to provided their services. A

mortician instead of a conductor was at the head

of a procession, and a feather man was in front of

a coffin.12) During late 19th century the role played

by the plumes atop the hearse was of great

importance, for by their number and color the

station of the deceased was revealed(Figure 8).13)

“funerals” in which friends and neighbors

carried the coffin to the church and burial ground

or simply walked behind the hearse, were

customary in some areas. In other places, they

were held only when economy necessitated. A

bearer in walking funerals generally acted out of

respect for the deceased, but obligation enforced

by community members also spurred the

reluctant to their duty. Sometimes bearers suited

the age or sex of the deceased, six married

women might carry a married woman, six

maiden, six boys a boy.14)

A common arrangement of the procession was

as follows, clergymen, flower carriage, honorary

pallbearers, active pallbearers, hearse,

immediate family and relatives, and finally friends.

Societies or fraternal orders, if they formed part of

the procession, always took the lead. In the

funeral procession of a well known funeral

director in 1890 there were in line.

Ballston Spa Brass Band

Morning Star Encampment, I.O.O.F

Odd Fellow Lodges

Knights of Pythias

Ancient Order of United Workmen

Rechabites

Union Fire Company #2

Wheeler Post, G.A.R

McKitrick Post, G.A.R

Minister

Bearers and gun squard

The Hearse

Relatives and mourners in Carriages15)

In cases such as this, fraternal and other

organizations would precede the carriages on

foot. If the cemetery were too far, these marching

groups would drop out after several blocks, or

possibly at the city limit. the number of carriages,

in some cases the grandeur of the hearse, the

appointments and the size of escort served as
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visible index not only of the social status or

position of the deceased, but of his sociability,

because they depended in a large measure

upon the friendships and social connections he

had developed in the course of his lifetime. The

bereaved felt they had an obligation to insure that

the funeral provided the fullest mearsure of

respect for the dead, and in a time when the

measure of things was becoming increasingly

worldly they were likely to translate this respect

into material objects and display.

2. Mourning Dress

All who attended funerals including friends,

neighbors, and work-mates as well as the

immediate family were supposed to were

mourning as tokns of respect. The family,

including children, wore it after the funeral for

periods of time which varied with the closeness of

their relationship to the deceased. Mourning

marked bereaved people, indicating their loss to

all whom they met. In this way it facilitated social

interactions by obviating the necessity for

explanations. Wearing mourning, perhaps

especially after the loss of someone very near,

seems also to have helped the bereaved adjust

to the changes caused by the death. Towards

the end of the mourning process, gradual

changes were made in the costume and the

amount of social activity allowed. This provided a

framework within which mourners could feel

justified in moderating their grief and resuming

normal life. Some people, especially widows and

most notably Queen Victoria, never ended their

wearing of black, but most ended their wearing of

heavy mourning, since the time this was

considered appropriate was limited by custom.

Although men donned mourning suits, women

wore more distinctive and decorative garments.

Mourning for women encompassed a broad

range of attire, from the voluminous black crepe

dresses, bonnets, and black Jet jewelry which

distinguished a widow of fashionable classes to
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<Fig. 7 >  Crape Mourning Dress (Mourning Dress, p.151) <Fig. 8>  The Widow and Her Friends (Mourning
dress, p.151)



the simple black hair ribbons of schoolgirl. No

matter what form it took, it was a special article of

clothing, set apart from other formal were like

dark dress or suits which would not have been

acceptable dress at a funeral if one could have

afforded mourning.

From the late seventeenth century, the period

of mourning has been divided into the full

mourning (first mourning) and the second

mourning. The former was the period to which the

most strict rules were applied. In the second

mourning period, wearing a little less formal dress

(a transitional one between the formal mourning

dress and everyday clothes) was permitted.16) In

the late nineteenth century as well, similar rules

were applied so there were some differences in

the mourning dress between these two periods.

Informal dress had less crepes. In several

months in the second mourning period, less or no

crepes were used in the mourning dress, and

black ribbons, embroideries, and black silk

decorations were accepted.17)

<Figure 7> is a typical clothing for a widow.

She is wearing a dress with crepe trimmings on

the front bodice, skirt, and cuffs. The widow is

wearing a chain necklace with big jets and a

black widow’s bonnet.18)

For the first year the widow was expected to

wear everything with a dull black finish. Her

gloves, purse, handkerchief border, ornaments

and gown were to show no lustre, as if a lack of

lustre in her appointments declared the lack of

lustre brought into her entire being by death.

in the first six months of the second year of

mourning the crepe gave way to less funereal

materials, such as black silk or crepe-de-chine,

and for the remainder of the year the use of both

white and violet was permissible. After two years

the widow again could wear ordinary clothes.

Should a woman lose her husband late in life she

might commonly wear mourning for the

remainder of her days.

When a relative of a bride died just before the

wedding, the bride often wore a black wedding

dress. No other colors but black were related with

funerals because this color was almost always

connected with these ceremonies.19) Black has

been used in general mourning dresses until

today because it symbolizes death and grief.

It was fashion magazines that contributed to

the spread of mourning dresses before the late

nineteenth century. Specifically, when the loyal

family goes into mourning, many magazines

featured the articles or illustrations about

mourning dresses.20)

In October 4, 1900, The Lady gave an account

of the first mourning dress for a widow. All the

outdoor bonnets had falls in the back. Crepe falls

were 45 inches long on the average, or longer if

necessary. Falls for indoor caps were shorter:

generally 30-36 inches in ruffled white crepe or

lisse. Among the fifteen kinds of higher-grade

indoor caps with various crepe-rouleaux or

ruched trimmings, there was an elegant one with

decorations in frilled white lisse.

In 1900, capes and various styles of overcoats

were in vogue for a formal outdoor mourning

dress. Formal mourning clothing was generally

plain with quite a lot of black crepes. It was made

with coarse silk and decorated with crepe

rouleauxer bands to match with the skirt. A warm

quilted cape with a hem finish along all the edges

was also worn.

Poor people usually borrowed mourning

clothing. Some people who couldn’t afford to buy

a mourning dress often visited the house of the

deceased before the funeral began.

The importance of the fashion influence on
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mourning dress from the early nineteenth century

onwards cannot be emphasised enough.

Mourning clothes were made up in every nuance

of style, from the great wide skirts of the 1850-70

period, to the narrow tie-back fashions of the late

1870s and the curvaceous S-bend look of the

early 1900s. It is, however, true that First

mourning was generally made up in somewhat

modified forms, as can be seen in Charles Dana

Gibson’s series of drawings called ‘The Widow

and Her Friends’, published in Life magazine,

between 1900 and 1901, showing the adventures

of a beautiful young widow. She wears at in a

very simple widow’s weeds, covered from head

to foot in crape in a very simple but stylish

shape(Figure 8).21)

<Figure 9> is a general mourning dress

featured in Ladies Field on February 2, 1901. It is

a formal outdoor mourning dress with crepe

trimmings. The bust and hips are exaggerated to

make an S-shaped side silhouette.

<Figure 10> is a mourning dress for the

second mourning period. Unlike the formal dress

in <Figure 9>, this dress is decollete, with far

more decorative sleeves and luxurious

accessories. <Figure 11> is a cap for a mourning

dress released in the same period. <Figure 12>

shows a black cashmere dress decorated with

crepe trimmings on the bodice and cuffs. The

skirt has crepe ruffles. <Figure 13> shows three

general mourning hoods. The top one is a black

turban decorated with white feathers on top of it.

Black brocade sorrounds the upper part of the

turban. The one on the left is a toque in black

velvet decorated with black beads and black

feathers. The right one is a hat with a large brim

that is usually worn in the afternoon. It is made of

black tagel and decorated with feathers or

flowers.

As the loyal family went into mourning

successively, Queen Victoria wore a black

bonnet and a black dress. When the Duke of

Clarence, the eldest son of Edward and

Alexandra, died in 1892, she wore a black silk
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<Fig. 9>  General Mourning Dress
(Mourning Dress, p.161)

<Fig. 10>  Half Mourning Dress
(Mourning Dress, p.149)

<Fig. 11>  Mourning hood, 1901
(Mourning Dress, p.161)



dress with the bands of black crepe along the

hem, on the bodice and cuffs. The look of the

Queen wearing a black dress and white widow’s

cap became a model of a virtuous widow (Figure

14).22)

Mourning might be worn for public figures as

well as for family members. The death of Queen

Victoria in January 1901 gave rise to extraordi-

narily prevailed black colour in her funeral to the

extent of changing all to the black colour, namely,

black crepe bows were tied on all the whips of

coaches and bows and scarves made of black

floats were flapped in many windows everywhere.

When Victoria died in 1901 there was

widespread grief and mourning. Mourning dress

was generally worn and two very disparate

groups of the population never came out of

mourning for the Queen at all. The wives of

bargees on the canals of England put on black

mutch es, or bonnets, instead of their usual white

ones. They never reverted to white ones again,

and were still in the black ones in the 1930s.

Every month before the outbreak of World War

I, French fashion magazines continuously put

articles on the mourning dress wearing. The

magazines reported on the socially acceptable

period and clothing for mourning. Widows

observed mourning for a year and a half. The

total period was shorter than that in the Victorian

age. In the full mourning period, widows still wore

a black dress in wool or crepe, while in the

second mourning they put on a black taffeta and

dark jewels. After that period, they wore a white

mourning dress in crepe with pearl or diamond

accessories.

While men only wore a black suit, women had

a wide variety of clothing - full black dresses in

crepe, bonnets, and jet accessories were for

widows, while young single women wore a simple

black ribbon on their hair.
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<Fig. 12>  Cashmere Mourning Dress
(Mourning Dress, p.178)

<Fig. 13>  General Mourning hood
(Mourning Dress, p.163)



In 1910, mourning dresses for widows were

generally made with crepe de chine. The skirt

was simple without ornamentations and the

bodice was modestly decollete. A little bit of

accentuation in white was allowed. On ordinary

days, they wore a simple coat and a skirt in plain

fabric, and on special days they wore a gown in

crepe or silk and a mantle.

Fabric used for mourning dresses and

accessories was bombazine, alpaca, black silk,

and black kid. Above all things, black crepe was

most effectively used.23)

After the late nineteenth century, men’s general

mourning clothing was an ordinary black suit and

a black tie with a crepe armband. The widower

customarily wore a suit entirely of black cloth with

plain white linen. Any other coloring as prohibited.

Shoes, gloves, cuff-links, and hat were all of dull

black. a conspicuous crepe mourning band

adorned the hat. For the widower, mourning

might last for a year with a period of secondary

mourning in which he was permitted to relieve his

black garb by grey.

When Edward VII passed away, men wore a

black and white evening wear. Jet embroideries

trimmed the hem with lines. It was decorated with

tassles. The vest was made with fine black net.

This clothing was a basic style that went well with

the narrow-hem skirt that was tremendously

popular in that days.

Not only was the undertaker’s garb of the

traditional black, but so generally was the garb of

all those who figured importantly in the funeral,

minister, pallbearers, drivers and other

functionaries, as well as the bereaved. Friends

would don either black or their darkest or most

subdued to attend the ceremony. Other symbols

were affected.24)

In those days, it was often the case that people

were more concerned with their outfits than with
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<Fig. 14>  Queen Victoria Wearing a Mourning
Dress.(Mourning Dress, p.158)

<Fig. 15>  Court Mourning for Queen
Victoria(Mourning Dress, p.124)



the sadness of the event in funerals. So, some

people expressed their dying wish to be visited

only by several persons who would earnestly feel

grief over their death rather than to be the subject

of all those clamourous processions or

extravagance.

Wearing a mourning dress was a symbol of

bereavement and an expression of grief over the

death of the loved one. People in those days

thought that it was a token of sorrow and

appropriate for controlling their sentiments.

IV. Conclusion

Current funeral customs have been formed and

changed from the ancient practice in a long

historical background. The funeral patterns in

1890 to 1910, the period when reformatory

movements started to appear in the custom

concerning death, have been changed and fixed

to be the current funeral custom.

Before the nineteenth century, funeral styles

were almost identical in all the civilized Western

societies. But, they started to be diversified

according to the custom of each country. The

United Kingdom and France have formed a

cremation culture, while Italy and the United

States prefer burial to cremation out of religious

reasons.

The custom of mourning for the dead had

many different significance to the mourners or the

consolers. A funeral helped the bereaved

relatives to admit the death of the loved one. It

gave the relatives and neighbors an opportunity

to remember and to pay homage to the dead

person. It provided a ceremony to express their

emotions for the dead.

Dead bodies were usually embalmed with

chemical agents for the sake of hygiene,

durability, reliability, and convenience. The best

clothes of the dead out of their everyday

garments was used as a shroud.

Funeral processions were usually extravagant

and grandeur, and were connected to the social

status and acquaintances that the dead person

had during his/her lifetime.

The period of mourning has been divided into

the full (or first) and second periods since the late

seventeenth century. This division was also

applied until the late nineteenth century.

Mourning clothing was different for each period:

the formal mourning dresses for the first period

were made using more crepe. Widows wore a

bonnet with crepe falls. In 1900, coarse black silk

and plain black crepe were largely used in the

formal mourning dress.

Generally, men’s mourning clothing was an

ordinary black suit and a black tie with a crepe

armband after the late nineteenth century. The

period of mourning was also one year for men. In

the second mourning, they usually wore grey

suits.

After World War I, authenticity of funeral rites

and mourning clothing and the strict etiquette

concerning funerals started to disappear as

women got more freedom.
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